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Introduction.

The groups in which every two conjugate operators are commutative have

recently been considered by Burnside. f In the first section of the present

paper, the converse limitation is imposed on a group of operations. It is

assumed that every two commutative operations are conjugate, provided neither

is identity, \ and the groups which are possible under this hypothesis are deter-

mined. It results that the group of order 2 § and the symmetric group of order

6 are the only groups which have the property in question.

In sections 2-6, somewhat similar but smaller limitations are imposed on the

group. The condition is imposed in sections 2-5 that every two commutative

operations of the same order are conjugate, and in section 6 that every two

commutative operations (identity excluded) are so related that each of them is

conjugate to some power of the other. Some of the chief properties of the

groups which are possible under these limitations are derived.

The sections 7-8 deal with problems closely related to the preceding. If it

is assumed that a certain simple relation exists between the number A of com-

plete sets of conjugate operations, and the number n of distinct prime factors

in the order of the group, certain commutative operations are conjugate. Much

use is made of this fact in showing what groups are possible under the given

hypothesis.

The symbol G = (Sx = 1), S2, S3, ■■-, S will be used to represent the

group of order g under consideration, andpx, p2, • ■ •, p to represent distinct

primes in ascending order of magnitude so that g = paxp^ ■ ■ -pi"'•

* Presented to the Society (Chicago) December 31, 1903. Received for publication January

18, 1904.
fProceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. 35 (1903), pp. 28-37.

% Without making an exception of identity, clearly no groups are possible.

§ The group of order 2 may be regarded as a trivial case.
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§ 1.  Groups in which every two commutative operations, apart from the

identical operation, are conjugate.

§ 1. It is assumed, in case

(1) SaSb=SbSa f«>i,i>l),

that there is in G an operation Se such that

(2) 87>SaSc=Sb.

Then 8 and Sb must be of the same order, that is, any two commutative

operations of G, neither of which is the identical operation, must be of the

same order. Since an operation is commutative with all its powers, all the

powers of an operation, except identity, must be of the same order. But

this is clearly true only of operations of prime order. Hence, all operations

in G must be of prime order. Any Sylow subgroup H of order pf con-

tains at least pr operations invariant in H. Hence all the operations in H,

except identity, belong to the same conjugate set under G. Since the Sylow

subgroups are themselves conjugate, all the operations of order pr are conjugate,

and each is invariant in a subgroup of order pf. Hence the operations of G,

aside from identity, are distributed into just as many complete sets of conjugates

as there are distinct prime factors in g, and g\pa* is the number of operations of

G of order pr.

Hence
r=n    „

(») !£-;-!■

r=l   Pr

Remembering that p is the largest prime number contained in g, let S he

an operation of order pn. Since there must be in G operations which trans-

form Sn into its pn — 1 powers of order pn, let

s?smstm.a:,

where a is a primitive root of pn.    Then

S7*SnS«t = Sf.
If a is the order of St,

aq = 1 mod pn,

and

? = Pn - 1 •

But pn and pn — 1 cannot both be prime numbers unless p

(4) g = 2»' 3«=

If a2 = 0, we have from (3) and (4)

3 or 2 .    Hence

(a, = l, a,= 0).
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S"-2«,        ¿=a-l,

and so, in this case, the group G would be of order 2. The group of order 2

does satisfy the prescribed condition (1, 2) since it has only one operation

besides identity.

If a2 > 0, we have from (3) and (4)

a = 2-3-,       ¿ + ¿ = «7-1,

and so

3<I2=1 + 2«^1'        «i-l»«,-1-

We thus find that g = 6. It is easy to verify that the symmetric group of

order 6 satisfies the prescribed condition (1, 2), while the cyclic group of order

6 does not.    Hence,

The symmetric group of order 6, and the group of order 2 are the only

groups in which every two commutative operations, apart from identity, are

conjugate.

It also follows at once, from the method of proof, that

These two groups are the only groups which have both the properties that

all their operations are of prime order, and all those of the same order are

conjugate.

§§ 2-6.   Groups in which every two commutative operations of the same

order are conjugate.

§ 2. It is now assumed, in case

(1) SaSt=   Sb S«>

Sa and Sb being of the same order, that there is in G an operation Sc such that

(2) SfSaSc=Sb.
From (1),

and there must therefore be in G an operation S such that

(3) S->SAS=Sa.

Multiplying both members of (3) by Sb, we have

S~~ Sr1SS, mm SAS..
b b ab
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Hence the product of any two commutative operations of the same order is a

commutator.    In particular, ¿Ae square of every operation is a commutator.

Therefore, if we represent the commutator subgroup by C, and it does not

include all the operations of G, the abelian* quotient group G/ C contains only

operations of order 2 besides identity.    Hence :

A group in which every two commutative operations of the same order are

conjugate, is either a perfect^ group, or isomorphic to the abelian group of

order 2a of type (1, 1, 1, •••, 1).

§ 3. If g is restricted to be a power of a single prime, it is easy to show what

groups are possible under the given limitations. Since any group of order pa

(p any prime number) contains invariant operations besides identity, suppose S

is such an operation of G. Since every two commutative operations of the same

order are conjugate, G can contain no other operations of the same order as S.

Hence S2 = 1 and p = 2.

With g = 2a-, G must either be the cyclic group $ or the type defined by

P2*-X = l, Çî=p2«-2, Q-1PQ = p-\

in order to contain a single substitution of order 2. If G is cyclic, obviously

gr=2. If, however, G has the defining relations just written, there can be only

two operations of order 2a~' in the subgroups defined by P2a_ = 1, since these

operations must be conjugate under G. From this it readily follows that a = 3,

and the defining relations of G are

P = l,        Q2 = P2,       Q^PQ = P-\

so that G is the quaternion group.    Hence,

The group of order 2 and the quaternion group are the only groups of order

pa (p any prime number) in which every two commutative operations of the

same order are conjugate.

§ 4. Suppose that in the group G every two operations of the same order are

conjugate, whether commutative or non-commutative. By extending the argu-

ment of § 2 it is easy to establish an important property of these groups. These

groups are, of course, a special class of the groups we have been considering.

Corresponding to any operation S of order 2 in G/ C (§ 2), there must be in G

an operation Sx of order 2*1 (ax > 1), while SI of order 2"1_1 is contained in C

and no operation of order 2ai can be contained in C if all operations of the same

order are conjugate. Corresponding to any operations 8' of order 2 in G/ C,

the group G must contain operations of order 2"1.    Since G/ C is abelian, these

*Miller, Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, vol. 28 (1896), pp. 206-268.

|A group identical with its commutator subgroup is a perfect group.    Cf. Lie,  Transfor

malionsgruppen, vol. 3, p. 679.

X BORNSIDE, Theory of Groups of Finite Order (1897), p. 75.
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operations could not be conjugate to the operations of the same order which cor-

respond to S. Hence S is the only operation in G/C besides the identical

operation.    It results, therefore, that

A group in which every two operations of the same order are conjugate is

a perfect group, or else the commutator subgroup contains just one half the

operations of the Croup.

§ 5. In the article by Burnside referred to in the introduction to this paper,

it is shown that in a group in which every two conjugate operations are com-

mutative the commutators are invariants unless the order of the group is a power

of 3. Combining this result with the one just stated in § 4 we are enabled to

state that

The group of order 2 is the only group in which all operations of the same

order are both conjugate and commutative.

§6.*   Groups in which every two commutative operations (identity excluded)

are so related that each of them is conjugate to

some power of the other.f

If S and Sb are any two operations of G such that SaSb = SbSa, we now

assume that there occur in G operations S and S' such that

(i) ^sasc=st
and

(2) S'"1 Sh S' = S*.\    / c b      c a

From (1) and (2), Sa and Sb are of the same order. Since every two commuta-

tive operations (identity excluded) are of the same order, as in § 1, all the opera-

tions of the group are of prime order. Consider a Sylow subgroup Hr of

order parr. Since any group of order p^ contains invariant operations, it fol-

lows that all subgroups of order pr contained in Hr are conjugate under G.

Since the Sylow subgroups are themselves conjugates, it follows that all sub-

groups of the same prime order contained in G are conjugate, and that every

operation of G is invariant in a Sylow subgroup.

Let C represent the commutator subgroup of 67. Since G/C is abelian

and has all its operations of prime order, it must be a group of order parr of type

(1,1, •••,!). If ar > 1, it is clearly impossible for all the subgroups of

order » contained in G to be conjugate.    Hence

A group in which every two commutative operations, apart from the identity,

are each conjugate to some power of the other is a perfect group or else its com-

mutator subgroup is of prime index.

* Added July, 1904.

f The groups of \ 8 have this property
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§§ 7-8.   On the complete sets of conjugate operations in a group.

§ 7. In § 1 we found that the groups under consideration have just as many

complete sets of conjugate operations, aside from identity, as there are distinct

prime factors in the order. Since G contains, by Cauchy's theorem, operations

of orderspx,p2, ■ - ■,pn, it cannot have fewer complete sets of conjugate opera-

tions, even if we neglect identity, than there are distinct prime factors in g.

Hence, if X is the number of complete sets of conjugates without identity, X = n.

If X = n, every operation must be of prime order, and must be conjúgatelo

every other operation of the same order.

From the reasoning of § 1, we have that the group of order 2, and the sym-

metric group of order 6 are the only groups in which the number of complete

sets of conjugate operations (without identity) is exactly equal to the number

of distinct prime factors in the order.

§ 8. It may be of interest to determine what groups are possible when X = n + 1,

as the solution of this problem can be made to depend largely upon the fact that

certain commutative operations must be conjugate. For n = 1, the group of

order 3 is the only one with X = n -4- 1. We consider a group G with n = 2

and X = n + 1. The operations of G, apart from those of one conjugate set,

must be of prime order. The order of the operations of this conjugate set can-

not contain more than two prime factors, or there would occur in G operations

of more than n + 1 different orders.

We shall divide the consideration of these groups into three parts :

1°. When G contains an operation of order prps (pr and ps distinct). In

this case all operations of the same order are conjugate.

Since an operation of order pn must be transformed into all its powers except

identity, just as in § 1, G must contain operations of order p  — 1.    Hence

P„ — l = 2pt ( p, a prime + 2 ).

If pt > 1, pt — 1 = 2, since G cannot contain operations of two different

composite orders. Hence g = 2ai3"2, or 2ai3a27as. If g = 2',13',^, each opera-

tion is clearly transformed into itself by at least 6 operations. In each case to

be considered we shall write some inequalities or equations from the distribution

of operations into conjugate sets without detailed explanation. Thus, in this

case,

Similarly, if g = 2o13aj 7°3
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2°.  When G contains an operation of order p\.

By the method employed in Io, pn — 1 = 22 or 2.    Hence

ff=2al3<,2        or        a=2ai3a25'%3 («¡¡^o).

If a = 2°>3"% either

(C) 1 + 1+1 + 1 = 3-,        or        l + ̂  + l+l^^.
If a = 2<"5<"S

m l+f+f^-i-
If g = 2«>3°25a3,

(E) ¿ + ¿+¿ + "|ra = 5'-l («. = 8,^ = 2, «^l, „gi).

It is easily seen that ( ^4 ), (B), (C), (B) and (E) cannot be satisfied by the

given values of g. There is, therefore, no group with A = n + 1 which contains

operations of composite order.

3°. When all the operations of G are of prime order. There can be only

one prime which is the order of two operations that are not conjugate. If this

prime is not the largest prime factor in g, by the reasoning of § 1, the largest

prime factor is 3 and

g = 2°i3°2 («1 = 2, a2Sl)-*

Hence,

(E) ! + f2 + f = sr-l,   .-..

But ( F ) cannot be satisfied by

a = 2»>3»2 («,äi,«,S»).

The prime which is the order of two operations that are not conjugate is then

pH, and from the argument of § 1, pn_x > 3.    Hence,

g=*2«8«pl> (aigl.^gO.a.gO).

We shall first consider the case where a3 > 0. Then every operation must

be invariant in a Sylow subgroup. This statement follows at once from the

fact that every Sylow subgroup contains invariant operations, except in the case

of the one conjugate set of operations of orderp3. An invariant operation P

of order p3 and Pa where a is a primitive root of p3 must belong to different

conjugate sets.    Since P is invariant, Pa is also invariant.

If a2 = 0 while a3 > 0,

JL+JL + I _      -,
PV    P3

* "-i = 2, for if cc, = 1 the operators of order 2 are conjugates, by Sylow's theorem.
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and therefore

(G) p? + 2«> + 2« = 2°>#« - 1        or        K3=2 + 2«7-_i-

Hence ax = 1, a3 = 1, and a = 10 since p3 > 3 .

If ot2 > 0 while ot3 > 0,

(H) 3**p%* -f 2ai#;s -j- 2ai 3"2 + 2ai 3"2 = 2°>3a!joJ3 — 1,

so that
2ai+13a2 + 1

(     ) Pz = 2ai3012 — l2ai — 3a2 '

If X0 is the largest of the four terms in the left member of (H)

4\>g        or X0>|.

That is, either one half or one third of the operations in g belong to one con-

jugate set.    Hence either ax = 1 or a2 = 1.

If ax = 1, (P') becomes

a3 _2a3^ + 1 9
Pt" ~ 8«» —2   =        3«2~^2 '

Hence

a2 = 1, a3 = 1 and 0=2-3-13.

It is easy to verify that no group G exists of this order.

If a2 = 1, (H') becomes

2«+'8 + l      . 10
iri^l =-= 3-1_
Pi        2"I+1 — 3 2ai+l — 3 "

From this, if ax > 1, pf = 5 and g = 22 3  5

If, however, ct3 = 0,

_9_      9_     fJ_=        x
2«i ^ 3«2 T3(is     »        '

where

/32 = a2 unless a2 > 2.

But this equation cannot be satisfied when a2 > 2.    Hence it may be written

3*2 + 2«» + 2«i = 2<" 3«2 — 1,

3
3"2 = 2 +

2-1 - 1 •

Hence,
ctj = 2,        a2 = 1        and        g =12.

Thus we have the result that 0 = 3,10,12, or 60.    Of each of these orders

there is just one such group.
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The group of order 3, the dihedron group of order 10, the tetrahedron group,

and the icosahedron group are the only groups which have just one more com-

plete set of conjugate operations, apart from identity, than there are distinct

prime factors in the order of the group.

The University of Illinois.


